A message from the
School business manager
‘A family that prays together, stays together’.
And truly that has been the essence of our success – a Jaffery Family that has prayed
together for the safety and well-being of all within the walls of the Academy. The prayer
that has led to the impossible being possible. The prayer that has turned fear into hope
and has made our success to grow in leaps and bounds.
The Jaffery Family does not limit itself to the immediate parents, students and staff; we
know that it extends to grandparents, aunts and uncles – all who have been silently
praying for us all. For this we say: ‘Thank you for being an essential part of us’.
We have come to the end of the year and look back at the great achievements attained
– from students excelling in their studies to being resilient to the point of seamlessly
adapting to the new norms, to events being held albeit differently but taking place with
the same zeal and enthusiasm –assemblies, science fairs and even the most recent
graduations.
And now we look forward to a new start, a new year. We are stronger than before, we are
united as ever before and we will, I say with confidence, keep on praying together as a
family – because the power of prayer has no bounds.
With that I wish you all a safe and restful summer break. We look forward to seeing the
students again for the next academic year.
Best regards,

Mrs. Neelam Jiwa.
School Business Manager

A message from the Head of Senior School….
At this time of the year, we look forward to our IGCSE, AS and A2 results in August 2021. I
am confident that the commitment and hard work of students, families and staff will be
reflected in further success this season. It’s been a very busy and successful year
at Jaffery Academy.
Normally, around this time, we reflect on the year that has passed and look forward to
the new Academic Year. Personally, I am so thankful for the hard work, determination
and resilience that the students, staff and Board of Management have shown this year
despite all the unprecedented challenges brought about by the covid-19 pandemic.
I would also like to thank all parents and guardians for their support this year. A great deal
of what we do in school cannot be achieved without you and your co-operation and
backing. Many thanks and we look forward to working more closely with you in the coming Academic Year.
Finally, I would like to wish all students who are leaving us at the end of this academic year
all the very best in their future academic journey. I know that they have all had a great
start here at Jaffery Academy-Mombasa and I am confident that they will go on to
achieve even greater things in the future.
Have a wonderful holiday and we look forward to seeing you all again on
Tuesday August 31, 2021!

Mr. Jonah Alwiga

A reflection from the Head of Junior &
Nursery School….
A blessed year it was
Challenging it came
Responsible we had to be

Resilience the buzz word
Reflective became the norm
And with it came Adaptability
Out flew our ‘Normal Normal’
And in came our ‘New Normal’
Today we celebrate, for we triumphed
And successfully continued to
Empower Minds and Build Confidence!!!
We are the Jaffery School, We ‘Rise Above the Odds’

We wish all our learners, a Blessed Holiday!!!

Ms. Irene Wambugu

Nursery
Educational trips
The nursery students despite covid-19 restricting them to take field trips had physical ambiance
depicting the desired trip within the school.

The K2 headed to the
beach, relating to their ILPs
“How many pebbles are on
the beach?”
and “Why is water wet?”.

The Pre-k had an opportunity to go the farm as they sang along rhymes
related to the farm. K1 was all about Fairy Tales; while the K3 students also went to the farm, relating
to their ILPs “Are we there yet?” and “Do cows drink milk?”.

The activities done were not only full of fun but also learning focused. The children gathered a wealth
of knowledge outdoors.

K3 GRADUATION CEREMONY
The K3 had their physical Graduation ceremony which was aired live on the 26 th of June, 2021. The
event Masters of Ceremony were our very own K2 students who are the future candidates. They made
us all proud.
It was a colourful event as we bid farewell to the students who left their early years memories behind,
surrounded by warmth and love and are looking forward to attaining their dreams.
The graduates had a photo session with family members, they entertained their parents with a
farewell song.
Did you miss the event? Not to worry watch it on our YouTube channel on the link below
https://youtu.be/KNdFzOpgRic

Congratulations

Class of 2020-2021!

Junior
Science fair 2021
The Annual Science Fair took off with a bang...from volcanoes to solar power experiments, from
chemical reactions to robotic procedures, from mechanical explanations to observant life procedures—
a full variety of science splendor was on show.

Our congratulations to all the participants!
‘I learnt many things in
the Science Fair and had
a lot of fun!’

‘I loved seeing other
children’s experiments.
I was also happy to try
out other children’s
experiments.’

Mohammed Haseeb - Y2

Iraj Salman—Y1

“ I brought the best
experiment to school. I
made a lava lamp that
glows in the dark!
Everyone was proud of
me...it was the best
experience ever in my
life.”

“The experience of the
science fair was exciting, I
got to see other people’s
experiments, When I
showed mine, it was a
success!”

Zainab Hassanali -Y4

Raheel Ishaq—Y3

“Some people had
explosive experiments ,
literally! It was so cool
seeing everyone’s
presentations! I learnt a
lot of things like oil floats
and all about echoes and
so much more!”

The icing on the cake was
to see so many students
participate with so many
wonderful ideas”

Ayyanur Rahman—Y5

Hannah Jaffer Year-6J

“The Science Fair finally
came and it was a great
day for us to explore and
discover.

Year 6
GRADUATION CEREMONY

Life is a learning process
Life takes you places
Breaks you, shakes you
But at the end of this you must achieve

You took the chance, took the time to make change
You took the time to make a difference
And here you are today
The effort was worth it
And now it’s time to celebrate
For today you are a Graduate!

Log on to our You Tube channel to watch this special event
https://youtu.be/ghieusUDydw

Sports
We had our sports fun day for the Nursery School on Monday 5th June for Pre-K and K1,while K2 and
K3 held theirs on Tuesday 6th July 2021.
The theme for the event was ‘Sports Fun’. All learners participated in a variety of activities which were
challenging yet fun. Our learners really enjoyed the event and cheering their friends .

It was amazing to see the students energized and ready to compete. Furthermore, watching the
children embrace team work at this early age was fulfilling. What a wonderful way to end the term!

As we zoom into the summer holidays we encourage students to engage in physical activities in
order to maintain their health and stay fit.
Happy Holidays from the Sports Department!

Year 11
GRADUATION

Senior

CEREMONY 2021

Graduation is a moment of a lifetime. It is a moment to celebrate the bits upon bits of
invested energy that eventually turn into a monumental mountain of success. It is a
moment to reflect upon who we have become upon being impacted with lessons upon
lessons in the journey of life. It is a moment to appreciate our achievements as a basis of
inspiring future success.

Congratulations are in order!
The hard work, patience and commitment have paid off. That our students have finally graduated is a
testimony that they braved the test of time and remained true to the cause.

Watch this wonderful event on our YouTube Channel: https://youtu.be/snKC84FHmL8

YEAR 13
GRADUATION

Senior

CEREMONY 2021

On your part rightly and proudly so, say… ‘We have made it!’ On our part we say a
prayer: ‘Let this graduation be a door to subsequent successes in every step and level of
your life. Do not forget the hard earned experience you have attained on how you
made it.’

WAFAA MAHMOUD
ALAMELDIN
HEAD GIRL, 2021

ZISHANALI SADAQ
HEAD BOY, 2021
It was a fantastic run, a great opportunity
and a superb year when I first joined Jaffery
Academy Mombasa in 2019 after being in my
home country (Egypt) for long time!
My teachers were extremely supportive and
very helpful in all situations hence I always
kept my eyes sharply focused on my target
(achieve highest grades to join university for
medicine and be a DOCTOR) and ‘hard work
and determination’ were the 2 keywords that
always popped up in my brain!
THANK YOU Jaffery Academy
Alhamdulillah, we made it!!!

team!

Having spent 13 years of my schooling life at
Jaffery Academy, I can confidently say, the
Institution embodies schooling perfection. From
the faculty, to the facilities, Jaffery Academy
was amazing.
Through the years at Jaffery Academy, not once
did I feel like the Institution lacked the tools to
enhance my capabilities to ensure my future
was bright and fruitful.
More than just teaching the curriculum, the
teachers taught me about life and purpose;
doing the right thing. All in all, I have no
reservations to proudly recommend MY
SCHOOL to anyone.

AMMAARAH AHMED – YEAR 13
...The

faculty and students at Jaffery along with my family have
helped shape my time here into memories that I look back on
fondly. The curriculum, field trips, community service, experiments
and many hands-on activities found at this school have brought
out the best and most creative version of me and for that I am very
grateful.

MOHAMED ABBAS MAWJI – YEAR 13
Jaffery Academy is not only a school for me, it is more
than a school. It has been an institution where I learnt
more than I thought I could learn. Jaffery Academy
taught me lessons that went above and beyond the
textbooks, it has prepared me for the actual, real
challenges of life. It is hard to believe that 13 years of my
life have flown by, because there wasn’t a day in the
past 13 years which discouraged me from coming to this
school.

I can neither discuss the technicalities nor can I encapsulate 12
years into this tiny space, but what I can say is that the person I
am today has grown within the Jaffery walls: my ideas,
philosophies and principles have taken root within these
classrooms, at these desks with these teachers. I’ve asked countless
questions and gotten into countless debates. Ideas that have
caused me to re-evaluate my beliefs have germinated here; and
convictions that reside within my psyche have been fostered right
here.

ZAHRA SALIM
YEAR 13

A friend of mine describes her memories here with us as golden
tinted and I think that’s apt– I’ve forged life-long friendships here
and I can scarcely walk these corridors without seeing our past
spectres walking along with me-talking, laughing, complainingliving out an eternal youth, trapped in moments and memories.
Because, we live in the places that shape us, within the halls,
within the walls, in the classrooms and in the fields-our past selves
linger, and maybe, even as we diverge, we can rest eternally
assured that we’ve captured a slice of immortality, drank from
the fountain of youth. A piece of us has been cemented within
the brick, paint and mortar. Our time here was a tapestry woven
with threads of sunlight, transition and growth. We are in a
constant metamorphosis but our past permeates these walls, and
even as we move on, our tapestry, amidst the constant change,
blankets this school.

Join our fun filled
Summer camps

Stay connected with us on:
www.jafferyacademy.org
YouTube: @JAFFERYACADEMYMOMBASA
LinkedIn: @jafferyacademymombasa
Twitter:

@JafferyAcademy

Facebook: @jafferyacademymsa
Instagram: @jafferyacademymsa

